
The CDC ADMITS: PCR Tests CANNOT Differentiate Between Coronaviruses!

Description

USA: The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has very quietly admitted that the PCR
(polymerase chain reaction) tests used to test for COVID-19 CANNOT differentiate between
coronaviruses. That means, that this “disease” is nothing more than a common cold. The two are 
synonymous.

With so little evidence that a new virus actually exists, the very real possibility that this is anything more
than what has always been a common cold is getting very real. There is more and more evidence all
the time pointing to a simple renaming of the common cold (coronaviruses and rhinoviruses) and the
flu to what we know of as COVID-19.

 

Don’t take my word for it! Use your own critical thinking and discernment and come to your own
conclusion. Dan Dicks from Press For Truth, who has been banned on YouTube for exposing the
official narrative, has a new video on Bitchute that can be seen below.

The video is accurately titled:

CDC SAYS PCR TESTS CAN’T DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN CORONAVIRUSES! .?. THE COLD & 
COVID ARE SYNONYMOUS!!!
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*All sources are linked at the bottom of the description box of Dicks’ video.  Simply click the above 
video, and from there, in the Bitchute description box, you can click on the relevant information. 
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/synonymous
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/synonymous
https://www.bitchute.com/video/rXg0hKtGGszW/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/rXg0hKtGGszW/


“That means, for the past year, colds and the flu have been diagnosed as COVID. Let that sink in!”
Dicks says.

The CDC admits that PCR tests can’t differentiate between Coronaviruses….

let that sink in…

that means that for the past year and a half colds and the flu have been diagnosed as
Covid.

Let ? that ? sink ? in ?

— Dan Dicks (@DanDicksPFT) July 27, 2021

There has been little if any evidence (other than the words of the lying politicians and mainstream
media talking heads) that anything out of the ordinary has happened.  It looked like it was pretty easy
to panic the sheep into believing this hoax. In fact, the Food and Drug Administration is still admitting
that SARS-CoV-2 has NOT been isolated. So does it even exist?

Page 43 of 80 2nd paragraph 2nd sentence. ” Since no quantified virus isolates of the 2019-nCOV
were available for CDC…” (they used “characterized Stock”)   
https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download

All colds have been diagnosed as “COVID.” This scam keeps getting more sinister.  We had better
wake up quickly or they will pull off another lockdown over the delta variant, which doesn’t exist if the
original virus hasn’t been isolated. Oh, but wait. There’s more!

Forbes recently admitted that Bill Gates and George Soros have purchased a United Kingdom maker
of COVID lateral flow tests. This pandemic hoax is starting to look like one of the most sinister crimes
ever committed against humanity.

Read, learn, and keep using critical thinking. The more people who wake up to their enslavement and
the lie that this has been from the get-go, the better chance we have of abolishing slavery in all forms
for good.
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https://twitter.com/DanDicksPFT/status/1419818212229742593?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download
https://www.forbes.com/sites/daviddawkins/2021/07/19/george-soros-and-bill-gates-backed-consortium-to-buy-uk-maker-of-covid-lateral-flow-tests-for-41-million/

